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Abstract— This paper combines two contributions. First, we
introduce an extension of the Meta-World benchmark, which
we call “Language-World,” which allows a large language
model to operate in a simulated robotic environment using
semi-structured natural language queries and scripted skills
described using natural language. By using the same set of
tasks as Meta-World, Language-World results can be easily
compared to Meta-World results, allowing for a point of
comparison between recent methods using Large Language
Models (LLMs) and those using Deep Reinforcement Learning.
Second, we introduce a method we call Plan Conditioned
Behavioral Cloning (PCBC), that allows finetuning the behavior
of high-level plans using end-to-end demonstrations. Using
Language-World, we show that PCBC is able to achieve strong
performance in a variety of few-shot regimes, often achieving
task generalization with as little as a single demonstration. We
have made Language-World available as open-source software
at https://github.com/krzentner/language-world/.

I. INTRODUCTION

Combining skills to perform new tasks is an area of active
research in machine learning and robotics. Skill reuse has
several potential advantages, such as allowing a robot to
efficiently re-use data from old tasks to rapidly learn new
tasks. Sequencing skills might also help address the difficulty
of learning long-horizon tasks end-to-end. Here, we propose
one way of using text to combine skills that leverages the
capabilities of recent large language models (LLMs).

Our approach uses a textual description of how to perform
a task we term a “conditional plan.” A conditional plan lists
a set of skills to use to perform a task and associates a
linguistic condition under which each skill should be active.
See Table I for an example. Because the plan expresses
conditional behavior, our method is able to make use of an
LLM without querying it while the robot is performing a task.
Instead, a much simpler neural architecture with several orders
of magnitude fewer parameters implements the conditional
behavior. This maintains the runtime efficiency of other end-
to-end approaches and allows fine-grained skills. Because the
conditional plan contains natural language, it can also improve
interpretability and transparency by describing what skill the
robot is using and why it is using it. Further, it provides
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Fig. 1: This figure shows a simulated robot using our method.
See Figure 5 for a detailed description of how it functions.

additional control compared to other approaches using LLMs,
since a human can inspect or edit the conditional plan before
it is used.

In Section III we extend the popular “Meta-World” bench-
mark to create “Language-World.” Language-World includes
a set of tools for working with language that allow us to
evaluate our proposed method and compare it to several
ablations, including using an LLM directly.

In Section IV, we describe conditional plans and how we
use an LLM to generate them. Then, we propose a method
called Plan Conditioned Behavioral Cloning to finetune the
behavior of plans using end-to-end demonstrations. Finally,
we describe how to perform effective few-shot generalization
using Cross-Task Co-Learning, including using PCBC.

The primary contributions of this work are as follows:

1) A new benchmark, “Language-World,” which extends the
Meta-World benchmark to make performing experiments
with large language models on it practical.

2) A method, Plan Conditioned Behavioral Cloning (PCBC),
that allows finetuning the behavior of high-level plans
using end-to-end demonstrations.

3) Experimental demonstrations that PCBC and Co-
Learning are able to achieve strong few-shot generaliza-
tion results in “Language-World.”
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II. RELATED WORK

a) Large Language Models: Recent work in language
modeling has resulted in “large language models” (LLMs),
which contain billions of neural network parameters and
demonstrate powerful zero and few-shot reasoning capabilities.
In this work, we experiment with using three such LLMs:
GPT-3 [5], GPT-3.5 [2], and PaLM 2 [6], [1]. This is an
area of active research, and additional LLMs have become
available since we began this work, including GPT-4 [23],
LLaMa [32], and Claude [4]. Several methods to improve the
utility of LLM output for downstream tasks have also been
proposed, including finetuning with RL [24], finetuning with
supervised learning [28] or improved prompting [35], [33],
[40]. In this work, we experiment with a variety of prompt
formats that make use of chain-of-thought [35], which is often
able to improve the quality of LLM output with minimal
effort.

b) Deep Reinforcement Learning (RL), End-to-End
(E2E) Learning for Robotics: Learning robotic capabilities
via RL has been studied for decades [14], [20], [19], [31].
More recent advances in neural networks that allow feature
learning and fitting to complex high-dimensional functions
have allowed end-to-end training of neural policies using
RL [8], [22] and imitation learning (IL) [39], [7]. A number
of simulated environments for benchmarking these end-to-end
methods on robotic tasks exist, including Meta-World [38],
which we extend in this paper.

c) Skills, Options, and Hierarchy in E2E Learning:
Learning reusable skill libraries is a classic approach [9] for
efficient acquisition and transfer of robot motion policies.
Prior to the popularity of E2E methods, several methods [25],
[29], [41] were proposed for acquiring a set of reusable skills
for robotic manipulation. More recent E2E methods have
been proposed for learning manipulation skills [37], [36],
[15] as well as skill decomposition methods for learning
and adaptation in locomotion and whole-body humanoid
control [26], [10], [21], [17], [11], [13]. Although these
methods have demonstrated some improvements to the
sample efficiency of RL, significant improvements in complex
environments remain elusive.

d) Large Language Models as Agents: Several recent
works attempt to produce agents with useful zero-shot
behavior by leveraging the generalization capabilities of large
language models while mitigating their weaknesses at multi-
step reasoning. Some approaches, such as [3], [30], [34], use
an LLM to choose from a set of high-level actions described
with natural language. Other approaches, such as [18], [27],
use an LLM to generate code which is then executed to
produce behavior. The method proposed in this paper exists
in a middle ground between these approaches, where an
LLM is used to generate code in a particular format that
allows actions to be described with natural language, and the
behavior of the program (i.e. conditional plan) can be tuned
E2E.

III. LANGUAGE-WORLD

The Meta-World benchmark has emerged as a popular sim-
ulated environment for evaluating machine learning methods
in the context of robotics, receiving over 150 citations in the
past year alone. It provides 50 robotic manipulation tasks with
a continuous range of random goals available for each task.
The last year has also seen a rapid increase in interest with
using large language models (LLMs) for robotics. Ideally,
research using LLMs for robotics would use benchmarks that
allow quantitative comparisons to methods that do not use
LLMs. Language-World makes it relatively easy to perform
these comparisons by providing three items that are useful,
or necessary when using LLMs with Meta-World.

First, Language-World provides a brief natural-language
description of each task e.g. “push the button on the
coffee machine.” Second, Language-World provides a query
answering function (QAF), which allows the evaluation of
a boolean semi-structured language query about a Meta-
World state. This module performs similarly to a VQA model
optimized for Meta-World, while avoiding the overhead of
rendering images. By using the query answering function,
methods that use language but do not deeply integrate visual
processing with language can be efficiently evaluated on
Meta-World tasks. The third item Language-World provides
is a set of 30 scripted skills. These scripted skills can be
used to reliably perform all tasks in the MT10 task set but
can be applied to any of the 50 tasks. However, note that the
method we propose in this work does not use the scripted
skills. These three items allow Language-World to be used
to perform simulated robotics experiments that can be easily
compared to existing results in the literature.

a) Task Descriptions: Each of the 50 tasks in MT50-
language has a one-sentence natural language description of
the task. These descriptions can be used in a variety of ways,
such as for conditioning a multi-task policy, or as inputs to
an LLM. In our experiments below, we use these descriptions
as conditioning in a baseline method (Descriptor Conditioned
BC), as well as to prompt an LLM to generate a plan in Plan
Conditioned BC.

b) Query Answering Function: The Language-World
query answering function (QAF) is able to evaluate semi-
structured textual queries on a Meta-World state. These
queries resemble natural language e.g. “the gripper is around
the puck,” and the QAF answers each of them with a
boolean value. The QAF can evaluate 13 simple geometric
relationships between all objects in the task, such as “near,”
“left of,” “in front of,” or “below.” The QAF can evaluate these
relationships between all objects in all 50 tasks, including
the robot’s gripper as well as objects not present in the
observation but at fixed locations, such as walls. It also can
evaluate other useful cases, such as whether an object is
touching the table, or if the robot’s gripper is closed. Finally,
this function can handle negation, simple conjunctions of
the above, and perform basic inference to identify repeated
subjects, allowing evaluating conditions like “Is the gripper
open and not above the puck”. The QAF also provides a list of
all supported queries, so queries outside of the supported set
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Condition Skill

the gripper is closed and not near the drawer handle open the gripper
the gripper is not near the drawer handle move the gripper above the drawer handle
the gripper above the drawer handle move the gripper down around the drawer handle
the gripper is open and around the drawer close the gripper
the gripper is closed and around the drawer pull the drawer open

TABLE I: Conditional Plan for drawer-open

can be mapped to the nearest supported query using a sentence
embedding or using string edit distance. For simplicity of
interpretation in this work, we use string edit distance when
necessary.

c) Scripted Skills: Language-World provides 30 scripted
skills, each of which has a brief natural language description
(e.g. “put the gripper above the drawer handle”). These
scripted skills have been tested using a hand-crafted mapping
between queries and skills, and are able to perform all of
the tasks in MT10-language with a success rate of over 90%.
These scripted skills are stateless linear controllers extracted
from the Meta-World scripted policies. Because most tasks
require use of more than one skill, there are more skills than
tasks, even though some tasks share skills. We use these
scripted skills to compare the performance of 3 LLMs in
Figure 2 and in evaluating different plan formats in Figure 4.
However, we do not use scripted skills in our remaining
experiments.

d) Task Formalism: Language-World uses the descrip-
tion of a task that is frequently used when performing
multi-task RL with Meta-World. Specifically, each of the 50
available named tasks τ is an infinite horizon fully observable
Markov Decision Process with a non-Markovian indicator
function that measures success on a given episode. The
episodes of τ must be sampled using 500 sequential states,
beginning with a random initial state drawn from a continuous
uniform distribution defined by the benchmark, as well as
a randomized goal (this configuration is sometimes referred
to as MT10-rand or MT50-rand in the literature). We refer
to using the tasks from MT10 augmented with language as
MT10-language, and equivalently with MT50 and MT50-
language. Note that MT10 is a subset of MT50.

IV. METHOD

In this section, we propose a method for controlling a robot
that makes use of language. We will later evaluate this method
using two of the tools described above in Language-World:
the task descriptions and query answering function (QAF).

Core Idea: The core idea of our method is to query the
large language model (LLM) once per task to produce a
fixed mapping of queries to skills (a “conditional plan”).
Then, at each state, we will use a query evaluation module
to evaluate each of those queries and perform a skill that
corresponds to the true queries. By designing a neural
architecture that interprets conditional plans in an end-to-
end differentiable way, we are able to finetune the behavior
of the generated plans from demonstrations, which we call
plan conditioned behavioral cloning (PCBC) and describe in
detail in Section IV-C.
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Fig. 2: This figure shows the performance of different
LLM’s on MT50-language using the scripted skills from
MT10-language as a cumulative distribution function over
tasks. Conditional plans were evaluated using the method
described in Section IV-B, and this figure shows the range
of performance across 4 plans per task for each LLM using
the plan format that performed best with that LLM. The
LLMs are able to generalize to 5-10 additional tasks outside
of MT10-language, despite using only scripted skills, with
PaLM 2 consistently reaching 100% for 15 total tasks.

Besides the strong experimental results we present in
Section IV-D, plan conditioning has several promising
conceptual aspects. By its design, plan conditioning splits
the end-to-end problem into three stages, while preserving
the ability for end-to-end training. The first stage, plan
generation (which we describe in Section IV-A), corresponds
approximately to “task planning,” and can be performed
before a task is attempted, allowing oversight or input from a
human operator. The second stage, query evaluation, permits
significant implementation flexibility. Query answering could
be performed by a visual question answer (VQA) model or
using value functions (as in [3]) and finetuned as part of
end-to-end training. Alternatively, query answering could use
any of a variety of perception methods that have been well-
studied in the robotics literature. As our experiments show,
constraining the generated queries to those that the query-
answering module is engineered to perform can be highly
effective. This allows leveraging “internet scale” models
without discarding the significant progress made in robotics
perception methods. The third stage, action decoding, could
also be performed by a variety of methods, allowing for much
higher control frequencies than the query answering module.
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A. Conditional Plan Generation

In order to use a conditional plan to solve a task, we first
must generate that plan. Formally, we consider a conditional
plan Pτ that describes how to perform some task τ to be
a set of (condition, skill) tuples (ci, ki), where each ki is a
natural language description of a skill, which we will embed
into a continuous latent space. Depending on the benchmark
ci is either a semi-structured condition (in Language-World),
or a natural language condition that can be evaluated by a
visual question answering (VQA) model. Because LLMs only
generate text, in order to use them to generate a conditional
plan we need a plan format that will allow encoding and
decoding conditional plans from text. We experiment with
nine different plan formats, and found that different plan
formats perform best for different LLMs. For example, GPT-
3.5, which has been finetuned on markdown format text,
performs best with basic_py_md.

To produce a prompt given a plan format, we first manually
wrote plans for each of the tasks in MT10-language. Then,
we generated a prompt for each task in MT50-language by
taking manually written plans from three other tasks, and
formatting them using the plan format. We chose the three
other tasks by using pick-place (because it contains a
set of skills consistently useful across many tasks), as well
as the two other tasks which had task descriptions with the
smallest string edit distance from the description of the task
we were prompting the LLM to generate a plan for. When
prompting, we never provided a plan for the task we were
currently prompting for, to avoid the LLM repeating back the
manually written plan. We end the prompt with the name of
the task as well as the task description, which is also encoded
using the plan format. We prompted each LLM four times
for each combination of task and plan format.

B. LLM Experiments

In order to efficiently evaluate the performance of different
combinations of LLM and plan format, we ran each generated
plan using the Language-World query answering function
(QAF) and scripted skills. Because the QAF only supports a
finite set of (several hundred) semi-structured natural language
queries, and the scripted skills consist of only 30 skills,
this required us to map each condition ci to the nearest
query qi supported by the QAF, and each natural language
skill ki to the scripted skill with the nearest description. We
experimented with using both distance in an embedding space
as well as using string edit distance. Because all LLMs fairly
consistently matched the expected format, we found that edit
distance performed sufficiently well, and used that to perform
this mapping. The best results for each LLM using these plans
are shown in Figure 2. In Figure 4 we compare different plan
formats using PaLM 2, showing the importance of careful
prompting to achieve the best results.

We call the best plan format we found chain_py, which
uses a chain-of-thought [35] style prompt, with conditions
and skills both encoded in a format that appears similar to
python code. An example of a plan in this format can be
seen in Figure 3.

# pick-place: pick up the puck and hold it at the target location
def pick_place(robot):

# Steps:
# 1. Put gripper above puck
# 2. Drop gripper around puck
# 3. Close gripper around puck
# 4. Move puck to goal
# First, put the gripper roughly above puck, so that we don't
# bump it while trying to grab it.
if check("the robot's gripper is not above the puck"):

robot.place("gripper above puck")
if check("the robot's gripper is not around puck and \

the robot's gripper is open"):
robot.drop("gripper around puck")

# If the gripper is near the puck and open, maybe we can grab
# it by closing the gripper.
if check("the robot's gripper is near puck and \

the robot's gripper is open"):
robot.close("gripper around puck")

# We closed the gripper, and the puck is still near the
# gripper, so maybe we grabbed it.
# Try to move the puck to the goal.
# If we didn't grab it, we'll just go back to an earlier step.
if check("the robot's gripper is above puck and \

the robot's gripper is closed"):
robot.place("puck at goal")

Fig. 3: An example of the pick-place plan in the
chain_py format. Although formatted as code, we do not
evaluate this code directly. In Section IV-C we describe
how to evaluate this code using PCBC, which allows
finetuning the behavior of this program using end-to-end
demonstrations. Our method extracts the condition in each
if statement, and transform each function call into a skill
description by turning the code into equivalent natural lan-
guage. For example, robot.place("gripper above
puck") becomes the skill description “place the gripper
above the puck,” via a simple regex search and replace.
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Fig. 4: This figure shows the performance of PaLM 2 using
different plan formats on MT50-language using the scripted
skills from MT10-language as a cumulative distribution
function over tasks. Plan formats have a significant effect
on performance, varying the LLM from being able to
barely perform 3 tasks to being able to reliably perform
15 tasks. Shaded region is between minimum and maximum
performance across 4 plans produced by the LLM for each
task.
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Fig. 5: This figure shows our proposed neural architecture
and training setup on Language-World. The data setup for
one-shot training is shown on the left. PCBC finetunes the
Action Decoder to match demonstrations using the MSE Loss,
and produces gradients that could be used to tune the QAF.

C. Plan Conditioning

Running a conditional plan with a set of scripted skills does
produce some amount of zero-shot generalization. However,
we would also like to be able to combine the advantages of
conditional plans with end-to-end machine learning—without
requiring scripting skills. To that end, we define an end-to-end
differentiable neural architecture that interprets a conditional
plan as follows. To perform a task τ using a conditional plan
Pτ , first we encode each skill description ki into a skill latent
vector zi. Then, to select an action on a particular state s, we
evaluate each condition ci, to form an attention vector across
each skill latent zi, and use the softmax of that attention
vector to mix the skill latents into a single skill latent zs.
That skill latent zs is then provided with the current state
s to an action decoder, which produces an action for the
state. The skill encoding and action decoder are trained using
data from multiple tasks, as described in Section IV-E. See
Figure 5 for a visual depiction of this process.

D. Conditional Plan Experiments

One of the most promising aspects of LLMs is their
few-shot generalization capabilities. In this section we present
experiments that demonstrate PCBC’s ability to extend this
few-shot generalization into the robotics domain, and compare
against an architecture that produces actions conditioned on
only the task description and state, which we call descriptor
conditioning (DC). These experiments use the best of four
plans generated with the best (plan format, LLM) combination
found in Section IV-B. We run both neural architectures in
three different data configurations shown in Table II.

Configuration MT10 Demos. MT50 Demos. #Models Scripted Skills

scripted skills 0 0 0 Yes
zero-shot 100 per task 0 1 No
few-shot 0 10 per task 1 No
one-shot 100 per task 1 per task 50 No

TABLE II: Data used in Figures 6 and 7. We used the same
data pipeline, loss function, and optimizer for PCBC and
DC. In all cases this is significantly less data than typically
used by RL algorithms, which often require at least 10,000
episodes per task to achieve a non-zero success rate.
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Fig. 6: This figure shows both few-shot and zero-shot
performance of plan conditioned behavioral cloning (PCBC)
as well as descriptor conditioning (DC) and scripted skills
on MT50-language. Runs marked zero-shot were pre-trained
from 100 demonstrations of MT10-language and were only
provided a task description for MT50-language. Runs marked
few-shot received 10 demonstrations for each task in MT50-
language, as well as a task description. In both cases, one
“universal” policy is learned for all tasks. End-to-end training
improves over scripted skills, and plan conditioning (PCBC)
maintains a higher consistent level of performance across
many tasks than descriptor conditioning (DC). Shaded region
is between min and max performance across 4 seeds.
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Fig. 7: This figure shows how adding a single demonstration
to the zero-shot setting described in Figure 6 results in
a significant increase in performance across several tasks,
and non-zero performance on every task, despite each task
having randomized goal locations and initial states. The
single demonstration of the MT50-language task is combined
with 100 demonstrations of each MT10-language task using
the co-learning method described in Section IV-E to train
a single model for each task. Shaded region is between
minimum and maximum performance across 4 seeds.
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E. Cross-Task Co-Learning via 1:1 Data Mixing

In zero-shot and few-shot training, we train a single
“universal” policy to perform all tasks. We do this by training
on minibatches with an equal number of (task, state, action)
tuples from each task. In the one-shot data configuration,
we instead seek to train a separate model for each target
task from a single demonstration of that task by leveraging
demonstrations of other base tasks. We achieve this by using
minibatches which contain a mix of tuples sampled in equal
number from all base tasks and an equal number of tuples
sampled from the single target tasks demonstration, as shown
in Figure 8. This follows prior work which found such 1:1
(one-to-one) data mixing to be effective in deep Q learning
methods [12], [16].

Number of base tasks

S
te

p
s 

p
e
r 

b
a
s
e
 t
a
sk

Target Task SamplesBase Task Samples

Fig. 8: A co-learning minibatch used in one-shot training.
Each cell contains a (task, state, action) tuple which is used
with the end-to-end BC loss to optimize the policy. Because
there are significantly more target task tuples than tuples for
any particular base task, the model will primarily be optimized
for the target task while being regularized by the base task
demonstrations. This regularization allows the trained policy
to be robust to randomizations in the initial and goal state of
a task, despite being trained on only a single demonstration
with only a single initial state and goal state, as shown in
Figure 7. Co-learning is able to achieve this generalization
without making strong assumptions about the structure of the
observation or action space.

F. Differentiability and Optimization

PCBC essentially splits action selection into three steps:
plan generation, query evaluation, and action decoding. In
our experiments using Language-World, query evaluation is
performed with the query answering function, so only the
action decoder is finetuned with gradient descent. In a real-
world application of PCBC using a visual question answer
(VQA) model in place of the QAF, both of the VQA model
and action decoder could be tuned with gradient descent.
Our experiments also perform both query evaluation and
action decoding at each timestep. Although this already uses
significantly less computational resources than evaluating
a language model at each timestep, it may be possible
to use fewer still computational resources by performing
query evaluation at a lower frequency than every timestep.
Because the action decoder is trained as part of the end-to-end
objective, it is able to compensate for minor inconsistencies in
the transition between skills, such as those a lag in evaluating
queries would introduce.

In this work we relied on the implicit regularization of small
batch sizes (less than 200 total timesteps per minibatch) to
avoid overfitting to our small dataset. In future work, it would
be worthwhile to combine our method with regularization
or contrastive learning techniques that may allow improving
generalization further while learning with larger batch sizes.

V. LIMITATIONS

a) Reinforcement Learning: In this work we chose to
focus on using imitation learning, because PCBC required
only a very small number of expert demonstrations to reach
high performance. However, significant prior research exists
in using reinforcement learning (RL) for robotic control, and
Meta-World (which Language-World extends), is designed as
a (Meta/Multi-Task) RL benchmark. In future work, it would
be worthwhile to experiment with using plan conditioning
and RL, and Offline RL in particular.

b) Plan Quality: In this work we use plans generated by
large language models (LLMs). Although we experimented
with a variety of plan formats, and ran each LLM multiple
times for each (task, plan format) combination, many of the
generated plans were still low quality. We expect that further
improvements in prompting methods, which is an area of
active research, may be able to improve our one-shot results
further. Alternatively, writing more plans by hand, either to
use directly or to fine-tune an LLM, may be effective.

c) Plan Complexity: In this work we explored condition-
ing on the steps of a plan. This is similar to evaluating a single
switch statement in an end-to-end differentiable way. In future
work, we intend to explore using end-to-end differentiable
models of more complex computational constructs.
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VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we introduced a new benchmark, Language-
World, which uses the same task as the popular Meta-World
benchmark, but extends it to allow it to be easily used in
experiments with large language models. We also introduced a
method, plan conditioned behavioral cloning (PCBC), which
serves as a strong baseline imitation learning method for
Language-World. By leveraging Cross-Task Co-Learning,
PCBC is able to achieve promising performance from a single
demonstration per task, and extremely strong performance
at 100 demonstrations. In all cases, PCBC uses significantly
less data than typically used by RL algorithms on these same
tasks, which often require at least 10,000 episodes to achieve
a non-zero success rate on a single task.
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